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If Jesus is King and reigns from His throne in Heaven, can the Church abandon the world to satan

and wait for their escape from tribulation? Here Pastor Varner carefully examines the Scriptures for

a proper perspective on Christ's Lordship and dispensationalism. --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.
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This indeed is a challenge to many, but such challenges are needful in this time of stale pie in the

sky theology ! The purpose of the book is to show the aspect of God's Covenant with Christians. It is

up to the openess of the reader to consider the content. It is also the very nature of humanity to

embrace what the majority does, as if that determines truth. There is a historical look at the orgin of

the rapture that fails to tickle the ears of main stream Christianity. However, the most important

mention in the entire book is the constant focus on Jesus Christ ! The writer very well knows the

importance of the centrality of Christ. This alone stands apart from the vast multitudes of those that

are taken up with micro chips, a coming anti-christ, a one world government, a gospel based on



speculation, a defeated life style with a someday quick zip out of here, and a evil report that is mixed

with fear! The writer refers to the scriptures, shares a good report and mixes faith. The appealling

factor comes at the end of the book in these words, "I beseech you. Don't beleive these things just

because I or some other preacher have said them. Pick up your Bible. Read. Study. Think. Rethink.

Then get mad enough to change. . . by giving your life and ministry totally to the Lord Jesus Christ,

the only one "whose right it is" Maranatha !" Of course to give ourselves in this manner may have its

cost. Nevertheless, without such challenges the christian walk may be nothing more than a

repeated cycle of tradition. Many would do well to read this fresh challenge and ponder it before

they let tradition rob them of the good report.

Very Challenging book. Dr. Varner explanation of Dispensationalism and rapture made me rethink

twice on why I believe what I believe.This is serious start into looking in the heart of the Father for

yourself.BUT it does make sense to me...

"Whose Right It Is" has been one of the most influential books in my Christian walk. It takes head on

all the commonly used scriptures used to support the "Rapture Theory". Why anyone hinges their

walk on a theory when the truth is readily available I do not know. We have no excuse for following

false doctrine. God is no longer winking at our ignorance. The Spirit of Truth has been shed upon

us, and those who diligently seek will come to know. I seek truth. I pray God strips every shred of

untruth that I may be harboring within myself. The Church will walk in the fullness of Jesus Christ

when it completely walks in Truth. The problem with most is they are only trying to protect what they

perceive as truth. They approach the Word in a way that they are trying to prove what they believe.

Instead, we should approach the Truth always with an open heart and with humility, letting God

unveil His Truth. There is always more to God. Seek the truth, not proof for the validity of the

doctrines of man.I highly recommend Whose Right It Is. I also highly recommend "The Three

Prejudices" by Dr. Kelley Varner. It dispels the prejudices that are so prominent in most of what we

call church. Every minister of the Gospel should give The Three Prejudices and Whose Right It Is a

read.

A wonderful book that puts shoes on our feet to walk responsibly in covenant.

This is a scriptural and theologically sound look at the "end times."
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